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SUMMARY 

As part of th e wing-fuselage interference program in 
progress in the N.A.C.A, variable-density wind tunnel, a 
method of elfminating the fnterference 3Surble assocfated 
wifh critical mid-ring combinations was investigated. The 

s interference burble of the critical midwfng combination 
w.as shown to respond to modifications at the nose of the 
juncture end,to be entfroly suppressed with lfttle or no 
adverse effect on the high-speed drag by special leading- 
edge fillets. 

INTRODUCTION 

b . 

An cxtensfve program of research is being conducted 
in the 3.A.G.A. variable-density wind tunnel on the inter- 
ference between wing and fuselage at large Values of the 
Reynolds Number (references 1, 2, 3, and 4). Reference 1 
outlined the ning-fusolnge interference program and pre- 
sented the initial and basic parts thereof, comprising 
test results for 209 combinations that represented, to the 
widest Eractical extent, the most 
combination, such as: 

lmnortant parameters of 
ning position relative to the fuse- 

Iago, wing shape, juncture shape, and fuselage shape. The 
discussion therein was fundamental in nature and treated 
the interpretation of vfng-fuselage interfsrence. 

It vas soon evident that many combfnations having ex- 
cellent high-speed drag characteristics nould be barred 
from consideration in any practical design problem because 
of ion maximum lifts. Specifically, the unfavorable ones 
were mcinly.mfd%ing combinations of round fuselages and 
lop-drag efficient airfoils of modorate thickness and small 
canbor (e.g., tho N.A.C.A. 0012). A premature flow brenk- 
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down, or interference burble, was usually associated with‘ 
such midwing combinations, rfhether or not split flaps v0re 
employed (re.ference 4), and Tas responsible for the low 
maximum lifts. Interference burbles may vary in character 
and severity, however, and may not seriously reduce the 
maximum lift, as was-demonstrat'ed by.some unfilleted lon- 
nine; combinations. The different types of interference 
burble nere discussed in reference 1. 

In the investigation reported he-rein, a study of the 
interference burble of the critical midrring combination 
vas made and a means for its elimination nas derived. The 
descriptions in table V of.the combinations tested fndi- 
cate the scope of the experimental investigation. 

KODELS AND TESTS 

Tho aing models employed vere rectangular 5- by 3O- 
inch duralumin airfoils of Y.A.C.A. 0012, N.A.C.A. 4412 
(see reference l), and N.A.C.A. 23012 (reference 5) pro- 
files. The .N.A.C.A. 0012 and 4412 airfoils are "standard" 
for tho wing-fuselage interference investigation. The 
N.A.C.A. 25012 was included to show tho effect on the fhter- 
ference associated with tho use of a more recent profile. 
These nings acre combined only nith the round fuselage 
(reference l), nhich is an airship form of polished dural- 
umin, 20.156 inches fn length, having a fineness ratio of 
5.86. The split flaps rJere. made of brass plate and had 
sharpsnod trailing edges. They were 20 percent of the 
v;ing chord in width, were full-span, and had the deflec- 
tions indicated 2.n table V. The junctures and fillets 
were formed of.plaster of paris with either of two fin- 
ishes: smoothly'finished plaster, or carefully rubbed and 
polished lacquer. The type of. finish for each combina- 
tion is specified in the third column of table V, Follorr- 
ing the tests reported herein, the lacquer.ed finish was 
adopted as standard. Photographs of representative com- 
binations are shomn in figures 1 to 4. 

* 

t 

The tests mere performed in the variable-density wind 
tunnel (reference 6) at a test Reynolds Number of approxf- 
nately S,lOO,OOO (effective R = 8,200,OOO). In addition, 
values of the maximum lift coefficient were obtained at a 
reduced speed.corrosponding to a test Reynolds Number of 
approximately 1,400,OOO (effective .R = 3,700,OOO). The 
tosting procedure and test precision, which are practically . 
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tho same as for an-airfoil alone, are,fully described in 
reference 1. Since the tests of reference 1 were made, a 
small addf'tional correction of less than -l-percent has 
been a>$lied to the measurement of the dynamic pressure q 
to improve the precision of the results. 

RESULTS 

The test data are giTren in the same manner as in ref- 
erence 1, in rrhich the methods of analysis and of presen- 
tation of the results are fully discussed; 

as in the preceding reports of the interference pro- 
gram (references 1, 2, 3, and 41, the test results are 
given in tables supplemented by ffgures. Table I contain's 
the characteristics of the wings alone and table II, those 
of the fuselage. Table III presents the sums of the fuse- 
lage cAaracter.%stfcs and the interferences at various an- 
gles of attack for each of the combinations tested. The 
~slucs given represent the differences betqeen the charac- 
teristics of oa& combination and those of the wing alone 
or of tho rring with a full-span split flap. Obviously, 
tho characteristics of the combinations themselves can, if 
desrrod, bo obtained by adding corresponding items in ta- 
blos I and III. Table IV of tho program (see referonce 11, 
nhich prosonts intorferonce data for disconnected combi- 
natlons, is not continu'ed herein because no additional 
conbinotfons of this character vere investigated. 

Table V contains the combination'diagrams and descrip- 
tions in addition to the -principal aerodynamic character- 
istics of the combinct%ons. The values d/c and k/c 
roprosont the longitudinal and vertical displacements, re- 
spectively, of the ning quarter-chord axis measured (in 
chord lengths) positive ahead of and above the quarter- 
length point of the fuselage axis; i, is the angle of 
rring setting. _. 

The last'nine columns of the table present the fol- 
lowing important characteristics .as standard nondimension- 
al coefficients based on the origfnal wing areas of 150 
square inches: . 

a, lift-curve slope (in degree measure) as deter- 
mined in the low-coefficient range for an ef- 
fective aspect ratio of 6.86. This value of 
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. . 
the aspect ratio differs from the actual value 
for the models because the lift results are not 
otherwise corrected for tunnel-wall interfor- 
e n c e ;. For the comblngtions nith split flaps, 
values-averaged ovar the usaful range of lift 
coefficient are given. 

e' (s 
Oswald's alrplane, or span, efficiency factor. 

ee reference 1.) 

CD 
emin' 

minimum effective profile-drag coefficient 

t -CL2 
\CD-;a . ) For the combinations vith split 

min 
flaps, average values of the drag taken over 
the useful range.pf lift coefficient and accu- 
rate to sithin about 5 percent arc given in- 
stead. 

.CL opt' optimum lfft coofficient;i.e., the lift coeffi- 
cient-corresponding to CD : 

emin 

no ' aorodynamfc-center position indicating approri- 
mately the location of the aerodynamic center 
ahead of the wing quarter-chord axis as a frac- 
tion of the wing chord. Numerically, no 

dC 
equals mc, 4 

dCL at zero lift. 

c mO’ pitching-moment coefficient at zero lfft about 
the ming quarter-chord.axiq. For the combina- 
tions sith split flaqs, average values of the 
moment taken over the useful range of lfft co- 
efficient and accurate to within about 5 par- 
cent are given instead. 

'Lib~ lift coefficient at the fnterference burble, 
i.e., the-value of the lift coefficient beyond 
which the air florr has a tendency to break 'down 
as .indicated by an abnormal increase in the 
drag. 

c- 
&max' maximum lift coefficient gfven -for two differ- 

ent values- of the effective Reynolds Number. 
(sot refarmlce‘.l. ) The turbulence *factor om- 
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ployed in this report to obtain the effective 
I1 from the test B is 2.64. 

As in refe>encs 2, the values of the effoctfvo 
Reynolds Number differ somewhat from those given in rsfer- 
ence 1 because of a later more accurate determfnatfon of 
tho turbulence factor for the tunnel. The values of the 
effective Reynolds Number given in reference 1 are sub- 

-ject to correction by a factor of 1.1. 

Ffgures 5 to 7 present the variation with angle of 
attack of the aerodynamic oharacteristics for certain 
combinations, grouped so as to illustrate the effects of 
variations in the fnteresting parameters of combination. 
Angle-of-attack plots are more effective than polars for 
showing the charactor of the lift-curve peaks. 

DISCUSSION 

Mechanism of the interference burble.- The phenomenon 
of the interference burble (i.e., a premature flow break- 
down induced by the presence of an tntorfering body) asso- 
ciated with many wing-fuselage combinations was dfscussod 
in reference 1. That dLscussion will now be analyzed with 
the purpose of clarifying the picture of the fnterference 
burble and of describing the measures effected for its 
suppression. 

The origin of such a flow breakdown may be ascribed 
to the actfon of two types of interference: boundary- 
layer interference and potential-flow interference. The 
term "boundary-layer interference" refors to the changes 
produced fn the boundary layer of one body by the presence 
of another body. Similarly, potential-flow interference 
refers to the changes produced in the potential field as- 
sociated wfth one body by the presence of another body. 
As the interference burble fs a separation phenomenon, it 
is desirable that the interferences shauld.be considered 
on the basis of their operation toward developing separa- 
tion. 

Consider the sfmple case of the rectangular N.A.G;A. 
0012 airfoil intersecting a large thin flat plate disposed. 
fn its X-Z plane of symmetry. At a moderately high angle 
of attack, the boundary layer of the plate must be drawn 
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fnto the low-pressure area extending over the upper sur- 
face of the contiguous'airfoil-sections. The inducted 
low-energy air obviously thickens the boundary layer of 
the airfoil and reduces its resistance to the onset of 
soparation. This boundary-layer interference, then, 
causes a premature stall of t"ne juncture sgctions as the 
angle of attack is increased. 

Now, if the plain flat plate is replaced by an air- 
ship-shape fuselage in a conventional arrangement, poten- 
tial-flow interferences are introduced. If the trace of 
the fuselage in a Y-Z plane immediately ahead of the 
root-section leading edge is considered, it can be seen 
that the induced upflow associated with the lift must 
have components of flow in this plane that produce a flow 
pattern about tho.fuse1ag.e trace analogous to .the poten- 
tial-flow pattern about a cylinder. A short distance 
back of the airfoil leading edge, this flow pattern tends 
to disappear. From the analogy of the potential flow. 
about a cylinder, such a flow can be considered as pro- 
ducing positive pressure increments at the noso of the 
wing rdots for the high-wi.ng and low-ying combinations. 
For the midwing combination, honever, it would produce 
negative pressure increments. These positive and negative 
pressure increments are .equivalent, respective.ly. to fa- 
vorable and adverse pressure-gradient components in the 
stream direction at the wing roots. 

At the rear of the upper surface of the wing roots, 
tho geometry of the combination describes a region of 
divergence in the low-wing condition and of convergence 
in the high-wing condition, as compared with the wing 
alone. At the nose of the juncture, these conditions are 
reversed. Divergences and convergonces induce, respec- 
tively, adverse and favorable pressure gradients, 

Consider now a high-wing ccmbi-nation.of.thg round 
fuselage and the rectangular N.A.C.A. 0012 ,airfoil at an 
angle of attack corresponding to a moderately high lift 
coefficient. A low-pressure peak exists at the nose of 
the ,a,irfoil section and is followed by rising pressures 
in the direction of the trailing edge;' in other words, 
there is an adverse pressure gradient. As the angle of 
attack is increased, the boundary-layer flow finally 
fails to progress against the growiqg pressure gradient 
and separation ensues. For the N.A;C.A. 0012 section the 
drop in lift is large, the separation is sudden, and it 
is critically affected by conditions near the ,loading 
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. edge. (See discussion in reference 7 relative to stall- 
ing.) At the juncture, however, this picture of the 
stalling process is modified. Both boundary-layer and 
potential-flow interferences are operating. The boundary- 
layer interference and the divergence at the nose are 
both promoting early separation. The convergence.at the 
rear of the juncture and they-Z plane component of flow, 
previously mentioned, are influences towardlreducing the 
adverse pressure gradients over the upper surface of the 
juncture sections.and thus delaying the burble. On the 
other hand, the tendency of the downwash distribution to . 
maintain the load distribution over the wing-fuselage 
junc.ture.'may act to. overload the root sections and cause 
an earlier stall. The combined effects of' the interfer- 
ences, however, are apparently small for the high;wing 
combination; the interference burble does not occur ap- ' 
preciably before the maximum lift, which is about the 
same as for the wing alono. (See table V. reference i.) 
The substitution of different wing profiles does not 
change this'result. 

The corresponding low-wing combination is subject to 
the same types of interference as just described, except 
that the regions of divergence and convergence are inter- 
changed at the wing root. At a moderate angle of attack 
the various interferences produce separation over the up- 
per surface of the wing at the rear portion of the junc- 
ture -(the interference burble). As the lift is increased 
with angle of attack, the dead air drifts outward, pro- 
gressively increasing the area covered by separated flow 
and making it more difficult.for the flow to maintain it- 
self over the leading edge than in the unseparated condi- 
tion at the same lift coefficient. The potential-flow 
interference at the nose of the wing root appar.ently acts 
to inhibit early flow breakaway there,'and the combination 
continues to develop lift,. but at a low8r rate than before 
the occurrence of the interference burble, until the angle 
of maximum lift is roached. A more or less sudden sopara- 
tion of the flow 'ovsr most of the upper surface then oc- 
curs. The'valuc of maximum lift, however, does not appear 

. to be seriously reduced by the early trailing-edge separa- 
tion of the root sections. (See reference 1.) It should 
therefore be evident .how an expanding fillet that fills 
the divergence at the rear of t,he juncture alleviates this 
form of interference burble and how the substitution of. 
different airfoil sections (which can produce little 
change in the expansion of thejuncture) can have only a 
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smdll effect on the occurrence of the burble. (Compare 
. reference 1,) 

The midwing combination presents a somewhat diffor- 
ont picture. The component of flow in the Y-Z plane now 
acts to increase the adverse pressure gradient over the 
f-orward portions of the contiguous,airfoil sections. The 
interference of the fuselage on the load grading over- 
loads those same sections, and the boundary-layer inter- 
ference also operat'es to induce a prematuro burble. Tha 
result is an early interfarence burble when the airfoil 
is, like the.N.A.C.A. 0012, sansitivo to leading-edge 
stalling, In other words, the interferoncos combine to 
produce a separation of flow from tho leading adge of tho 
root,sections at a modorate angle of attack. As the an- 
gle of attack .is increased, the combination continues to 
gain lift, but more s.lowly, The value of maximum lift is 
low, however, since the entire center portion has been 
stalled well before the tingle of maximum lift is reached. 

Suopression of the midwing interference burble.- In 
the investigation reported in reference 1, plan-form fil- 
lets designed to unload the wing-root sections were added 
to the critical midwing combination of.tho round fuselage 
and rectangular N.A.C.A. 0012 airfoil. Very little effect 
was produced as regards the interfe.rence burble or the 
value of maximum lift. The same result had previously 
been found for ordinary tapered fillets, I 

Marked effect in delaying the interference burble 
and minimizing the loss in maximum lift coefficient re- 
sulted when the wing-root'sections were changed to loss 
sensitive profiles, that is, profiles showing,moderate 
adverse pressure gradients in-the-leading-edge regions 
(e.g.. the--rectangular N.A,C.A, 4412 and t-he tapered 
N.A.C.A. 0018-OFairfoils (reference 1)). Since cambered 
or thick airfoils, however, exhibit too large values of 
high-speed drag coefficient, it is desirable to euppress 
the interference burble associated with low-dragairfoile 
of the critical type in midwing combinations. 

, Surface finish at the juncture.- Surface finish is 
known to have a powerful effect upon boundary-layer phe- 
nomena. At very low Reynolds'.Xumbers, a- roughened air- 
f-oil surface may show a tendency to increase the maximum 
lift coefficient through inducing earlier transition. 
(See the discussion in reference ? relative to scale effect 
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on maximum lift.) At the usual flight values of Reynolds 
Number, however, transition generally occurs so close to 
the separation point at high angles of attack that the . 
effect of surface roughness is mainly to increase the 
thickness of the boundary layer. Thickened boundary layers 
are less resistant to separation than thfn ones. . 

In the investigation of combinations wfth split flaps 
(reference 4), a combination of the round fusolage and 
rectangular N.A.C.A. 23012 airfoil in a semihigh-wfng posi- 
tion was fncluded to detarmine the interferonco associated 
with this modern sectfon fn an efficient combination. An 
adverse interference on maximum lift was evidont. In the 
investigation reported herein, the elimination of this ef- 
fect was ffrst attempted. The tapered fillet for the com- 
bination with split flaps was modified to effect a change 
fn the wing-root sections. The forward portion of the 
fillet was enlarged, extended, and drooped to simulate 
noncritical airfoil profiles (combinatfon 289; leading-- 
edge fillet 1 as in figure 1). A further adverse effect 
on the maximum lift coefflcfent resulted. The wing-fuse- 
lage models heretofore were formed wnfth plaster of parts 
junctures or with fillets having carefully smoothed sur- 
faces. It was doubted, however, that these surfaces were 
sufficiently smooth to minimfze boundary-layer interfer- 
ence due to surface roughness. A carefully rubbed and 
polished lacquered finish, therefore, was next applied to 
the plaster surfaces at the juncture and the combination 
retested. The result was a definite improvementi in the 
maximum lift. (Compare combinations 289 and 290, table V.) 
At this point, it was decided to continue the investigation 
(as regards suppressing the,fnterference burble) in a SYS- 
tematic iiranner with the midwing combi~tfon of the round 
fuselage and the rectangular N.A.C.A. 0012 airfoil, which 
1s the standard crrtical combination in the wing-fuselage 
interference program. 

The new polished lacquer finish was appliod to the 
plaster surfaces at the juncture of this mrdwing combina- 
tion but showed no appreciable effect on the onset of the 
interference burble or the low maximum lift. When the 
new finish was applied to tho samo combinatfon with or- 
dinary taperod fillets, however, an appreciable fncrease 
resulted in the maximum lift,of the same order of magni- 
tude as that shown by combination 290, and the interfer- 
ence burble was delayed (fig. 5). The gain, however, dfd . 
not eliminate t.ho adverso interference of the fuselage. 
It appears that a hfgh degree of refinement in surface 
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finish is relatively ineffective on combinations showing 
strong unfavorable potential-flow interferences and, con- 
versely, (it may be inferrod) that a good combination 
might bo improvod by a vory smooth surface finish, espe- 
cially in critical regions. 

Leading-edge fil,lets.- The parameter of combination 
that had most effect upon the interference of the midwing 
condition was .thc wing profile. Moderate-camber or thfck 
wing-sections showed lfttlo suscoptibility.to an intorfor- 
once burble. The explanation-is, probably, tha-t the non- 
critical flow conditions at the leading edge assocfated 
wAith such profiles (as contrasted wfth the N.A.G.A. 0012, 

. for example) are capable of absorbing the interference of 
the fuselage without serious results. 

The next step was, therefore, to change systematical- 
ly the root sections of the critical midwing combinations 
to less sensrtive profiles by means of fillets. A series 
of such fillets was investigated (leading-edge fillets 2, 
2a, 2b; combinations 294, 295, 296, 297) that extended 
0.45~ laterally from the wing root and various distances 
forward from the leading edge. (Set figs. 2 and 3.) The 
forward portions of the fillets were drooped, had in- 
creased loading-adga radii, and wore faired into tho wfng 
and fuselage. They were all successful In that they 
raised the value of the maximum lift of the combination 
to the nefghborhood of that of the wing alone, suppressed 
the interference burble, and fncrsased theminimum drag 
only slightly. Their charactoristTcs improvod as tho 
amount of the forward projection of the fillet beyond the 
usual wing leading edge was reduced. A second aeries was 
therefore investigated (leading-edge fillets 3, 3a, 3b, 
3c. 3d; combinations 298, 299, 300, 302, 303, 304) in 
which the nose length of.the fillet was practically zero 
and the span length was varied. At the intersectIon the 
fillet was made to form the N.A.C.A. 43018 (3.8-percent 
camberat 15 percent behind the leading edge) section 
(reforenco 8) with its zero lift direction agreeing with 
that of the wing, (See fig. 4.) 

Fillets with span lengths O.l5c, or greater, raised 
the value of the maximum 'lift .to equal or exceed that of 
the wing alone; the longer the span length, tho higher 
the maximum lift (fig. 6). Little gain, however, was ob- 
tainable by lengths greator.than 0.3~. Other effects of 
the series 3 of leading-edge fillets were: The supprosi-on 
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of the interference burble before the stall and the ab- 
sence of adverse influenca on the minimum drag; and the 
enabling of split. flaps, when applfod to the critfcal 
midwing combinations, to realize their full increment. 
(See table V.) It, is interesting to note that.the maxi- 
mum lift obtained With split flaps and leadfng-edge fil- 
lets applfcd to the midwing combination of the B.A.C.A. 
0012 airfoil (combination 300) was practically the same 
as that obtained when a medium-cambered airfoil (N.A.C.A. 
4412) with ordinary tapered fillets (combination 301) was 
substituted. The minimum drag and pitching moments for 
the H.A.C.A. 4412 afrfoil combination, flaps retracted, 
hovover, 6ere very uuch groator than for the N.A.C.A. 
0012 airfoil combination. (See reference 1.) 

The relative influence of the leading-edge and trail- 
ing-edge portions of a fillet is indicated fn figure 7, 
which prese.nts the characteristfcs for midwing combina- 
tions with various fillets. When the tapered fillet is 
considered, however, the effects of the radius at the 
leading edge should be borne in mind; and, when the lead- 
ing-edge fillet alone with the trailing-edge portion removed 
is considered, the adverse effect on the divergence should 
be note9. Nevetitheless, the figure demonstrates plainly 
that a fillet designed to counteract the interference at 
b,oth ends of the wing-root chord is the most effective, 
Such behavior is in accordance with the nature of loading- 
edge and trailing-edge stalling as discussed in reference 
7. 

Application of Leading-Edge Fillets 

In figures 5 to 7 many double lift-curve peaks are 
noticeable. Where the double peaks are both sharp, the 
lift at the fFrst peak fairly high, and the drops nearly 
w-1, the explanation is probably that one wing panol is 
stalling ahead of the othor. The lift curve in fi,P;ure 7 
for comb5nation 292 illustrates how double peaks might 
appear when the wing center stalls early, the tips fol- 
loming gradually. The center stall is a highly desirable 
characteristic for an airplane from considerations of 
control and stabilfty, For thfs reason, the use of lead- 
ing-edge fillets might sometimes be inadvisable. They 
can be employed to advantage, however, to fillet outboard 
nacelles on multiengine airplanes. Leading-edge filleta, 
where used, should be provided with.very smooth surfaces 
for most effective results. 

Langley Iknorial Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Langley Field, Va,, February 9, 1938. 
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I.A.Q.A. Teohllloal Hote x0. 641 

. 

F&u0 1. - Oomblnation 2330, shoring speoial leadfnpedga fillet 1. 

Figure a. - Oombination ZS34, eboaing leading-edge fillet 2. 



B.A.O.A. Teobnioal Bate lio. 641 rigs.3,4 

rigure3.- Combinationa 296 and 297 ahoming leadin%edge fillets 2a (with flaps) snd 2%. 

Figlxre4.- 

combhat loll 299, 
rith leading-edge fillet 3a. 
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